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Lily Barrett

11th Grade


WHS


“La Tortuga” 
Watercolor


     This is by far my favorite piece 
that I have ever painted because 
of the details and colors on the 
turtle. I choose to paint a turtle 
because it is my dad’s favorite 
animal, and I thought it would be a 
fun challenge. it really shows my 
skill and its just cool to look at. I’m 
happy that my colors didn’t get 
muddy on top of the shell and that 
you can see all the different colors 
I used. 

     Overall, I’m very proud of how 
this piece turned out.



Amanda Nunez

10th Grade


WHS


“The Majestic Jellyfish” 
Watercolor


     My inspiration for this piece was the 
California Coast and the jellyfish from 
Finding Nemo. The beautiful, long, 
colorful, fluffy, almost pillow like jellyfish 
who move so smoothly through the 
water…yet, behind that beauty we all 
know there is danger. 

     The art elements I used were space, 
shape, texture and value. I tried to make 
the jellyfish’s tentacles look as if they 
were floating and I think I made that 
happen. 

     I’m proud of this piece.



Aily Chavez

9th Grade


WHS


“Pudding Creek” 
Watercolor


The waves of the ocean so calm

Clouds brightened by shimmering sun


The sand gliding across my palms

The beautifully fluffy clouds 


reach below the horizon

And night has just begun


     This artwork was inspired by the 
last time I went to the coast. I did my 
best trying to recreate one of the 
pictures I took while watching the 
sunset with my family. Getting the 
texture of the water to match the 
photo took a million layers of different 
shades and strokes of color. 

     I’m pretty satisfied with the 
outcome.



Maci Yokum

9th Grade WHS


“Frozen in Time” 
Watercolor


This large boat lay afloat as the shimmering water glimmered throughout the bay. The boat frozen in time 
moving slower than a snail, chug chug chug it putted along hoping and waiting for its long journey to end.



Isabella Mendoza

11th Grade


La Vida


“Standing Pelican” 
Watercolor


     This is my California Coast 
Brown Pelican painting. I’m 
pleased with this bird’s 
character and with the amount 
of texture that I was able to 
create with with my round brush. 
It is one of my best this year. 



Omar 

Gonzalez Rodriquez


11th Grade

WHS


“Beautiful Shoreline” 
Watercolor


     There is nothing more 
beautiful than the way the 

ocean refuses to stop kissing 
the shoreline no matter how 
many times it’s sent away.



Kiera Dragness

10th Grade


WHS


“The Wave” 
Watercolor


My ocean painting was inspired by 
two of my favorite things to do. 

Watch the sunset and listen to the 
waves crash against the shore.


Water full of energy

Sun full of soul


Birds are singing 

Through my soul



Victoria Hernandez

11th Grade


WHS


“Peace” 
Watercolor


As I look out into the ocean

I hear the crashing of waves,


I smell the salty air,

I see the smiling faces,


The voices of my family flowing in the 
background


The memory all captured into a picture

To be painted on paper.


     I knew I wanted to paint a landscape of the 
beach because it is one of my favorite settings. I 
started by looking at photos on the internet but 
then decided that I would use a photo I took 
because it would be more meaningful. 

     The picture I used was taken during a trip to 
Mendocino with my family. We decided to make a 
stop at a beautiful viewpoint which is where I took 
this photo. I found that it was easier to section off 
the paper and work on a section at a time. For the 
most part, this piece came together easily but 
adding texture to the rocks was a challenge.



Paul Keough

12th Grade 


WHS


“Black Sand” 
Watercolor


     I have traveled all 
along the California 
coast 

and my favorite 
destination is the 
coastline of Humbolt 
County. I looked at 
some pictures from 
the area and the 
black sand struck a 
cord with me. 

     I definitely 
struggled with the 
drawing process of 
this piece and it 
didn’t turn out exactly 
how I hoped. That 
being said, I still enjoy 
it for what it is.



Shayla Sanchez

10th Grade 


WHS


“Sea Turtle” 
Watercolor


     I think sea turtles are beautiful 
creatures. I love all the colors on their 
shell when the sun hits it just right and 
the lovely patterns on their skin. 

     It makes me sad to know that see 
life is threatened by pollution and in 
particular the plastic garbage in our 
oceans. I wish people would open their 
eyes just a bit more and do their part to 
reduce waste and recycle. Every animal 
is beautiful and deserves to live in a 
clean and healthy environment.



Kasey Lee Adams

11th Grade WHS


“Underwater” 
Watercolor


I thought an underwater painting with the silhouettes of the sea animals would look cool. First, I did a watercolor 
wash with blue and let that dry.  Then I added another layer with a darker blue at the bottom and made my way 

up to a lighter blue.While the blue was still wet, I used a dry brush and dragged it down the paper to make it look 
like sunlight was streaming through the water. Lastly, I painted the sea animals.



Kiara Lewis

11th Grade WHS


“Glass Beach” 
Watercolor


I was inspired to paint this specified scenery of Glass Beach after my last to Fort Bragg to see a friend.

I was on a big rock deep in the water by the cliffs and took a photo that stuck with me. I’ve always been a person 

who likes the beach at sunset. The beach is a fun place to spend time with family and friends and have picnics. On 
the edge of the this cliff you can sit on these benches and with binoculars you can see seals and whale spouts.



Kayla Jimenez

10th Grade WHS


“Our New Problem” 
Watercolor


I was inspired to create this piece because the masks we wear to protect ourselves are ending up in the ocean. We need to be 
more cautious and dispose of them properly. At first, when I was drawing out my sketch, my initial thought was “I can’t do this”. 
However, I didn’t give up! I knew I was just being dramatic. After I set down my watercolor wash, my confidence began to grow. 

Then, when I laid in the ocean floor , I really stressed out about it. I said to myself, “Trust The Process” and I kept on going.

 I am happy with the end result. I call my piece “Our New Ocean Pollution”. Hope it raises awareness, right?



Audrey Sherf

9th Grade WHS

“Me & Abi” 

Watercolor

I was inspired by a backpacking trip I took last November at the Lost Coast. On that trip, I saw my first sunset 

over the ocean. I really wanted to capture this moment and convey how it felt to me. My painting changed from 
my original plan, when I started out I thought my sister and I would be silhouettes. But, as you can see we 

evolved to into fairly detailed figures and I think that added a lot to my painting. This piece has improved my 
ability to add details that add to the movement and depth of the composition.



Cruz Erickson

9th Grade~WHS


“Dive Deep” 
Watercolor


Whales are just so cool!



Hector Torres

10th Grade WHS


“Killer Whale” 
Watercolor


I was inspired to paint a Killer Whale after I did some research about the California Coast. I feel 
really good about this piece and learned a lot in my class. I think the tail needs a bit more work.



Ryan Watson

11th Grade 


WHS


“Cliffside” 
Watercolor


When I go to the coast, I like 
to climb around on the rocks 
and look at the tide pools. I 

love the smell and the sound 
of the ocean. It has way of 

making me feel good. 

In this piece, I wanted to 

create the rocky cliff 
structure along the edge of 

the water and the plants that 
grow there. I made a cloudy 
sunset where the sky looks 

more gray than blue and you 
can feel the chill in the air. 



Ella Garman

10th Grade~WHS


“Mendocino Luncheon” 
Watercolor


These days are the best…We eat, we watch whales, 

then…We say goodbye and go home.




Carlos Leon

11th Grade ~WHS


“Mendocino” 
Watercolor


I like to go to the coast an just admire the beauty of our natural environment. 

I love sunsets and listening to the waves crashing on the rocks



Aidyn McFadden

9th Grade ~WHS


“Migration” 
Watercolor


I love the ocean and I chose to paint this whale because it reminds me of 

whale watching on the cliffs of the Mendocino coast with my great Aunt Ruthie.



Jack Lebert

9th Grade~WHS


“Shark Attack” 
Watercolor


Sharks are cool!



Kamryn Wilkes

9th Grade~WHS


“Pollution Sucks” 
Watercolor



Kelci Hernandez

12th Grade~WHS


“Beneath the Surface” 
Prismacolor



Kara Wilkes

9th Grade~WHS


“To Do List” 
Watercolor


Anyone up for a trip to the beach?



Austin Osier

11th Grade~WHS

“Sunset” 
Watercolor



Alexa Nunez

9th Grade~WHS


“Turtle Life” 
Watercolor


I enjoyed painting this turtle because it’s very colorful and it made me think about what it would be 
like to be a turtle and roam the ocean. I also wanted to bring awareness to the fact that turtles are 

in danger because of all the plastic in the ocean. 



Ryan Schwarm

12th Grade 


WHS


“Coconuts” 
Watercolor




Randy Gonzalez

9th Grade~WHS


“The Coast” 
Watercolor


My favorite times and memories are our family trips to the ocean.



Amarah Potter

12th Grade


WHS


“Hold the World” 
Mixed Media


I created this piece to represent just 
how precious the world is when 

surrounded by fires, oil spills, and an 
over abundance of pollution. /we have 

to hold it up and protect it and the 
beauty it provides, before its too late 

and gone.



Kaylee Anderson

11th Grade


La Vida


“Inner Pieces” 
Mixed Media

     This is an image of me with 

all of my component parts 
divided into images. This was 
my first attempt at this specific 
art piece. 

     First, I painted the woodland 
background while on a separate 
piece of paper I sketched a 
silhouette of my body type. I 
then filled in the silhouette in 
with images that expressed me, 
colored, cut and pasted the 
silhouette onto the woodland 
background I painted 
previously.



Kaylee Anderson

11th Grade


La Vida


“Inner Pieces #2” 
Mixed Media


     This is an image of me with all of my 
component parts divided into sections.

 This was my second revised attempt at this 
specific art piece. First, I painted the starry 
background (something I love) while on a 
separate piece of paper I drew my silhouette. 

I sketched my hobbies and interests in the 
silhouette, painted them with acrylic paint, 
then I cut it out and pasted it on the starry 
background. 

     I like how the background turned out 
spacey and almost apocalyptic but some of 
the details in my silhouette were hard to 
execute due to their small size. I like how this 
piece is an accurate representation of me 
and my parts.



Kaylee Anderson

11th Grade


La Vida


“Fall Leaves” 
Mixed Media

     This piece showcases 
the actual print of an oak 
leaf on one side and my 
impression of it on the 
other. I collected an oak 
leaf, washed it and used it 
as a stamp by dipping it 
into paint and printing it on 
the paper. 

     I am most proud of the 
color composition and the 
real leaf impression.



Kamryn Wilkes

9th Grade


WHS


“Perfect Symmetry” 
Prismacolor


This was our illuminated letter 
assignment and a lot of thought 

went into it. I wanted to represent 
my twin sister and I in perfect 

symmetry.  




Brieana Evans

California Polytechnic University


WHS Alumni


“Tangled Grass & Weeds” 

     I really enjoyed this assignment because it pushed 
me to step outside my usual methods and mediums of 
creating art. I’ve always enjoyed nature, and have 
made it part of my routine to appreciate its beauty 
everyday. I choose to explore my backyard; I live on 
one acre that resembles a forest more than a kept 
lawn. 

     My backyard is teeming with life…oak trees and 
lots of wildflowers and grasses I can’t name. 

As I explored, I found myself appreciating the long 
grass, the way it crisscrossed, almost hugging the 
other plants. I also admired “the weeds” which I find 
beautiful and don’t mind them taking over the lawn.                  
This was my inspiration for the work; recreate the 
tangled grass and weeds that have become my 
backyard. I gathered all the yellow flowers I could find 
and in the process came across a couple gorgeous 
purple flowers I had to add. Then I painstakingly cut 
each blade of grass in half vertically, and trimmed 
each into two inch pieces. 

     This took many hours and I sat on my deck soaking 
up the sun while I worked. I then created a criss- cross 
pattern with the grass and finished it off with the 
flowers. I had a great time exploring my backyard.



Bryanna Gijon

10th Grade


WHS


“Delicate Poppies” 
     I started on my walk and had no real idea or 
picture of what I wanted to create. First, I went 
down to the huge redwood tree on my property 
and saw lots of branches that had fallen so I 
thought I could do something with them but I 
had no real inspiration. So I went somewhere 
with more colors. I noticed on my walk lots of 
beautiful orange and yellow poppies and lots of 
little purple flowers along with ferns and other 
colorful plants. I picked the ferns and thought 
about if you cut them in half they have a straight 
edge and can make a cool pathway. I saw a 
similar one that Andy Goldsworthy made, but 
ultimately, it didn’t turn out like I imagined. I then 
went a picked some poppies and decided to 
make a flower out of the anatomy of a poppy so 
I deconstructed them and used sap from the 
tree stump to hold them into the places I 
wanted. I used different parts of the flower to 
make a new flower. 

     The only challenge that I ran into was the 
flower petals are so delicate and light that once 
the wind came up , my artwork started blowing 
away. Although it saddened me to pick poppies, 
I enjoyed creating this piece overall and the 
project made me go out, observe and be with 
the nature around me.



“Peace Mandala” 

     This art piece for me, resembles my 

best friend Vicky that passed away about 

two years ago. Her personality reminds 

me of what I created so I dedicate it to 

her. Her favorite thing ever was peace 

signs so that was automatically what I 

thought to do when making this. First I 

grabbed a tin to put flowers and stuff in, 

went on a walk with my dog, and picked 

some flowers and enjoyed the walk. It is 

nice going out of the house and just 

enjoying the fresh air.

     I started making the base, which was 

the peace sign. Next i tried to figure out 

what i wanted to do with the rest of the 

leaves and flowers so i put them in a big 

circle surrounding the sign, which 

symbolizes the big bubbly personality 

that Vicky had. After i did that, it seemed 

like i needed to add something else, like 



Elizabeth Henning

UC Sant Barbara


WHS Alumni


“Ferns & Flowers” 
     I took a nature walk in my own yard. Luckily, I live in 
Brooktrails, and have an abundance of beautiful plants 
surrounding my home, despite my dad’s vast plant 
cemetery filled with lots of dead blueberry bushes. Andy 
Goldsworthy’s work inspired me to use my favorite plants 
to create a pattern. I wanted to emulate how nature is 
patterned itself, yet when humans mimic nature it always 
has to be “organic” and not symmetrical. Upon entering my 
house, you’ll notice a very large wisteria plant taking over 
the entrance. I quite enjoy the pretty purple petals that fall 
off in the fall. There happened to be numerous freshly 
budding flowers for me to pick from, and they inspired me 
to include them in my piece. I also decided to gather some 
leaves off of my wisteria plant as well. I included the leaves 
and petals on opposing sides of my piece, almost to mimic 
a sort of a dis-symmetry that nature has. 
     As you move through my vast back yard, there is lots of 
tall grain-like grass. I decided to pick a few pieces to help 
me divide where I wanted my symmetry to be. On the 
neighboring property, there are lots of ferns. Ferns are my 
favorite plant, so I lined them up at the center of my work 
to be a subtle focal point. There is also a mysterious tree 
on this side of the property, it has hot pink petals and 
almost looks like a hibiscus flower. This tree is hidden in a 
strange part of my yard and isn’t visible from any window 
in my house, so I wanted to give these beautiful flowers 
the attention they deserved. I placed my pattern on top of 
a white sheet of paper to really let the colors pop, the 
varied greens, subtle yellows, bright pinks, various shades 
of pastel purple, and even the colors of slight decay. 
I hope I did my favorite plants justice.



combine both Andy Goldsworthy’s style and my own, I wanted 

to take more of a flower and colorful take on this assignment. I 

then sketched the materials I’d look for on my walk and where 

I'd position them. I figured this would be a great time to take 

my dog and sister along on my walk. Staying cooped up inside 

of the house really takes a toll and that is why I liked this 

assignment so much. It allows us to take a breather and 

admire the beautiful scenery around us while also getting our 

work done. 

     I set off to go look for the materials around my 

neighborhood. While on my walk, I found it easy to find 

everything, I stuck to using leaves and flowers that had already 

fallen off or that grew in batches. I didn't want to ruin 

something so beautiful by plucking it from the rest so I stuck to 

picking the fallen ones. When I got back to my house, I quickly 

laid out all of the plants and decided to build my art piece on 

some tiles that were outside. 

     One of the biggest struggles I faced was the wind, every 

time I had laid things out the way I wanted, the wind would 

blow everything away. It was very frustrating and really tested 



Kiera Dragness

10th grade 

WHS


“Mr. B” 

This is my adorable little brother. 

We were on a hike and created 

this stacked rock sculpture.



As I walked around in my backyard with my dog 

Stryke, I noticed tons and tons of the earth's materials. I 

noticed piles of leaves, plenty of fallen sticks, mounds of 

huge rocks, and abundant amounts of scattered pinecones. 

As I thought to myself what on earth could I possibly make 

with all of these materials, I suddenly reflected my own 

mood and thought about what I was feeling at the moment.  

At the moment, I was feeling incredibly happy, so I 

decided to make a self portrait made out of the materials 

that I listed above. I started by making a small circle with 

leaves, then added in rocks for the eyes and twigs for the 

eyebrows and nose. I continued making the face by using 

pinecones as the mouth, sparse amounts of moss for the 

green eyes and I even added in long sticks for the hair.  

I did run into a small challenge. My dog, Stryke, 

kept wanting to walk right through my art. It’s ok though, 

because he ended up finding a way to go around it without 

ruining it, so it was a good time.  

After I finished with my Andy Goldsworthy inspired 

piece, I decided to go on a bit of a longer walk. My dad’s 

house is in Pine Mountain and he owns quite a bit of land, 

so I hiked all the way down to the creek. At the creek, I 



Desteny Martinez

10th Grade


WHS


“Stone Circle” 

   This art project was a little stressful at 

first. It was hard for me to find some stuff 

to create this art piece. I live in a 

neighborhood and I walked around here 

to see if I could find any flowers or some 

cool rocks and luckily, I found some rocks. 

My mom even helped me out with them 

too. I also took a walk around the valley to 

see if I could find some other stuff but 

there wasn’t much since my parents didn’t 

let me go too far. I was a little too scared 

to get anything from somebody else’s yard 

but it all worked out. We have a tree in our 

yard and I used some leaves from that 

and also more small little rocks we have 



     My experience making my nature project and 

taking my walk was very mindful and peaceful. I 

let my creative side run wild with this project and 

it was one of the funnest artworks that we’ve 

done. Personally, I don't necessarily like being 

outside, but doing this assignment made it easy 

to be more creative and actually be outside. I 

am very proud of how my project turned out. 

        I love the pops of color I added and it made 

me appreciate mother nature much more than I 

have before.

This project taught me that you can do much 

more with nature than just look at it…this taught 

me that there is pure, natural art everywhere 

you lay your eyes.

        On the nature walk, I had noticed a bird nest 

that had sticks woven together and that was 

some of my inspiration for my project, by 

intertwining my leaves together.

I took my walk three miles through the 

valley and noticed various things like the tips of 

leaves that have discoloration or that had been 

eaten by animals. Nature walks in the valley has 



Mendocino College

WHS Alumni


“HeART” 

I enjoyed seeing all of Andy Goldsworthy’s work. 

I really liked the one where the rocks spiraled 

outward and all of the rocks appeared to be 

cracked. I though about doing something like 

this but I had no idea where to start. I thought 

about just stacking rocks and seeing how high I 

could make it but I couldn’t find enough rocks.

To make this assignment more fun for 

myself, I invited my cousins along for the walk. It 

was super fun to see my youngest cousin Brian 

try to find the perfect sized branches to finish 

the artwork. The walk itself was also very fun. It 

was nice to do something outside and to get 

away from my house for a minute or two. I've 

been getting cabin fever.

 Since we went on that walk all of us have 

gone on the same walk almost everyday. So this 

has been my favorite project so far because 

now I have something to look forward to 

everyday. I take my dog and so does my cousin 



Aily Chavez

9th Grade


WHS


“Pine Cone Spiral” 

This project was harder than I 

thought. I had an idea of just getting any 

random things I could find outside and try 

to create something from there but then I 

realized I didn't have enough materials. I 

decided to look around and I realized 

there was a lot of trash all over the place 

which gave me an idea. I could pick up 

the trash and make an artwork out of it. 

Trash in nature is not good at all

 I decided not to make my artwork 

out of trash but picked up as much of it as 

I could find around the area. I ended up 

making a spiral with pinecones. I tried 

making it from biggest to smallest all the 

way around. It looked very plain so I 

added a middle part which was the flower 



Seth Frost

10th Grade~WHS


“Earth’s Treasures” 
This art project was just so cool!



Gunner Globe

9th Grade~WHS

“The was pretty cool to do.”

Sticks & Wire



Sheyla Sanchez

9th Grade~WHS

“I loved making this.”

Woodcarving



Roger Patereau

9th Grade


WHS

“Making this birdhouse 

was a fun project. I enjoyed 

finding the material and 
putting it together. ”


Wood, Sticks & Moss



Narianny Bertolino

9th Grade ~ WHS

“This is my favorite project that we had to do.”

Woodcarving



Jackson Blum

9th Grade


WHS

“I found all the right sticks 
and it was pretty easy to put 

together ”

Branches & Moss



Hazel Cooke

9th Grade ~ WHS

“This was fun to make.”

Woodcarving



Aily Chavez

9th Grade


WHS

“I enjoyed building

 this bird house.”

Wood, Sticks & Moss



Aaron Adams

10th Grade


WHS

“Spoon? I thought you said fork!”

Woodcarving



Aily Chavez

9th Grade ~ WHS

“Definitely the easiest one.”

Woodcarving



Justin Coleman

9th Grade’


WHS

“This was a fun project for me. I cut 
some wood andthen built a 

birdhouse”

Branches & Wire



Lizandra Perez

10th Grade ~ WHS

“This took forever.”

Woodcarving



This took some time but 
it was a very fun project.

Jared Dunham

10th Grade


WHS


“In the Woods” 
Mixed Media



Tyler Dalton

10th Grade


WHS

“Hardest project.”

Wood & Sticks



Unity Riddle O’Neil

9th Grade


WHS

“It’s something!

Woodcarving



Katelyn Germann

10th Grade


WHS

“I’m happy how my 

birdhouse turned out.


Chirp…Chirp!”

Wood, branches, & bark



Juaquin Alejandres Bravo

9th Grade


WHS

“It was easy.”

Woodcarving



Camden Hendry

9th Grade


WHS

“Took some time but worth it.”

Wood & Sticks



Zeontrey Henson

11th Grade ~ WHS

“My knives.”

Woodcarving



Daniel LaCount

10th Grade


WHS


“My Birdhouse” 
I liked making my 
bird house and am 
happy with how it 

turned out.



Josh Duran

9th Grade


WHS


“Spoon” 
Oak Wood

I made this spoon out of 
oak that I found in the 

forest. I wish I would have 
used fir because it’s a little 
easier to carve and I love 

the way it smells.



Emily Maxwell

10th Grade


WHS

“This knife was really fun 
to make. I use it all the 

time”

Woodcarving



Grant Forrester

10th Grade ~ WHS

“This project was pretty difficult.”

Wood & Sticks



Hazel Cooke

9th Grade


WHS


“Bird Hotel” 
Wood

This little bird hotel wa fun 
to make. It wa a challenge 
to find sticks that matched 
and then I had to cut them 

down and wire them 
together. Then I screwed 
them to the roof and floor 

and hung it up.



Aily Chavez

10th grade


WHS

“There were many emotions 

as I created this piece but I finished it


off with only three bandaids on my hand.”

Woodcarving



Just me, my spoon 
and survival.

Shaun Stockley

10th Grade


WHS


“Survival” 
Mixed Media



Amy Andrade

12th Grade


WHS


“We The People” 
Prismacolors


     For my Liberty project, I drew a dove, 
chains, shackled hands, an the United 
States Constitution. I drew the dove 
holding an olive branch to symbolize 
peace. I wanted this bird to stand out and 
be the first thing that catches one’s eye, so 
I made it the brightest with a black outline 
to really make it pop. I added shading 
behind it to further emphasize the 
importance this dove holds. 

     I believe, in order to have freedom, 
equality, and liberty, there must be peace. 
Peace between the races,  the people, the 
government and throughout other 
countries, 

     Although peace is a simple concept to 
understand, it is extremely difficult to 
achieve. I drew a simple two dimensional 
bird to represent the simplicity of the 
concept of peace, to show there is no 
excuse that a nation cannot achieve this.



Arie Ochs

10th Grade ~ WHS


“Rufus is a Happy Cat” 
Ebony Pencil


Rufus is Mr Cech’s cat. He is sitting in a loaf and is very happy. 

We should all be like Rufus: Sit in a loaf and be happy. Spread loaf, not hate!



Kiley Rose

11th Grade


WHS

“Unite”

Prismacolor 

This artwork represents 
unity between all cultures, 

races and people.



Brooke Patereau

10th Grade


WHS


“Rise UP!” 
Mixed Media




Victoria Hernandez

12th Grade


WHS


“The Problems  
Immigrants Face” 

Acrylic Paint


     I find Diego Rivera’s artwork inspirational, impacting 
and very unique because of the amount of social 
problems and events it brings recognition to, I can see 
why it had such a big impact in the art world. He had a 
way of making art that social groups would be able to 
relate to and at the same time his art murals would get 
a message out to the public. He had his own form of 
attracting attention to social issues through the visual 
effects he conveyed in his art. 
     When I first read the assignment, I was stuck on 
what to base my art on because our nations was facing 
many issues. I had many political and social topics I 
could choose from. Then my mom came home from the 
store and told us something shocking had happened. 
An old man, who seemed to be having a bad day had 
made a racist comment. My mom did good in keeping 
calm and handling the situation with a good attitude. I 
was shocked because I never thought anything like that 
would happen to us. Sadly, this is how society is and it 
breaks my heart.
      I chose to base my artwork on the problems 
immigrants face and how it is never okay to treat 
someone different just because they weren’t born in the 
United States.



Renee Christensen

12th Grade


WHS


“Stop” 
Mixed Media




Kiley Rose

11th Grade ~ WHS


”The Scream~2020” 
Prismacolor


This artwork represents the anxieties and alienation many of us felt when our whole 

world and everything in it changed due to the Corona Virus Pandemic.




Rosemary Grieve

11th Grade


WHS


“The Scream Remix” 
Digital Media


I drew this piece at the beginning of 
Covid. Despite being somewhat 
afraid, my sister and I decided to 
binge-watch an old show called 

“MacGvyer”. We watched it many 
times before, but it like saying hello to 
an old friend. In the episode that we 

were watching, there were yellow 
hazmat suits, which is how I got the 

inspiration for this piece.



Stephanie Mendoza

10th Grade ~ WHS


”The Scream~2020” 
Prismacolor



Arie Ochs

10th Grade


WHS


“The Fright” 
Prismacolor


This artwork is a spinoff of “The 
Scream” by Edvard Munch. In a way it 
represents something very personal to 
me. It represents me and my family’s 
response to this pandemic starting. I 
encourage anyone to interpret it as 

they will!



Mara Moratti

11th Grade~WHS


”Apocalypse” 
Watercolor


I started off wanting to make an art piece about the complicity of humanity, but it turned into more of a positive thing about the persistent optimism of humanity 

in the face of the apocalypse. I wanted to make the apocalypse part clear in the painting, so I painted the image of a serpent swallowing the sun over the top 

of the piece, something that is a big part of the predicted apocalypse in Ancient Egyptian mythology. I tried to include other religious imagery with floodwater, 

which I also made partly red to allude to the Nile turning to blood in the Torah or Biblical Exodus. I also included allusions to more current events such as 

Japanese Giant Hornets entering the US, the Pentagon releasing official footage of UFOs, and smoke around the dancing figures in the center to refer to 

pollution. The burning field in the bottom left represents nature being destroyed and the telephone wires in the top right is the spread of the modern age of 



Austin Osier

11th Grade


WHS


“Forest Floor” 
Watercolor


While painting this piece, I 
learned how many different 
colors and size variations 

leaves can have. Art is one 
of my favorite subjects in 

school. My inspiration 
comes from Leonid Afremov. 

Art makes me feel very 
happy. When I create art, I 

feel intelligent. I am an artist 
because that’s what I love.



Aidyn McFadden

9th Grade ~ WHS

“Autumn”

Watercolor 

Autumn is a beautiful time of year.



Cruz Erickson

9th Grade ~ WHS

“Leaves”

Watercolor 

Colors of the season inspire me.



Isabella Mendoza

11th Grade~WHS
“Leaf Dance”


Watercolor



Kara Wilkes

9th Grade ~ WHS

“Kaleidoscope”

Watercolor



Mason Rescina

9th Grade ~ WHS

“Oak”

Watercolor



Charlie Nunnemaker

11th Grade ~ WHS
“Orange Oak”


Watercolor



Omar Gonzales Rodriquez

11th Grade ~ WHS

“Fallen”

Watercolor



Paris Hansberger

11th Grade ~ WHS

“After the Rain”

Watercolor



Shaelynn Diaz

9th Grade ~ WHS

“Blue”

Watercolor



Sheyla Sanchez

10th Grade ~ WHS

“Leaves”

Watercolor



Mikyla Auman

12th Grade ~ Laytonville High School


“Untitled” 
Acrylic on Canvas 


My painting is a cow skull with two tiger lilies below it. I focused on the elements of emphasis and contrast in my 
painting. I used many different sized paint brushes to do the detailing and paint the flowers. I mixed different tints and 

shades of brown to get the right color for the skull and I also had to layer Manu coats of paint to make the colors 
stand out. My art is inspired by Georgia O’Keeffe and my art teacher Madeline Keller. My goals as an artist are to 

become very skilled in a naturalistic style. This piece helped my realize that I like my work and I can do something no 
matter how hard I think it is going to be. I learned how to mix and match color and I’m happy with the end result.



Marlene Guillen

12th Grade ~ Laytonville High School


“La Luz de la Momeria” 
Gouche, Acrylic, Pen 


My name is Marlene and I’m a 17 year old Mexican American senior at LHS. My work is titled “La Luz de la Momeria” which when 
translated means “The Light of Memory”. In this piece, my hands are reaching for an orange from a tree. The orange is the only one on the 

tree and is also the source of light in the painting. The surroundings are intentionally dark, the black vines wrap around the arms. This 
painting was the first of a series of paintings I have planned out, the main idea behind these works being “memory”, more specifically, the 
gradual loss of memory. The bright orange in the middle of the painting is meant to represent the memories of family. My grandmother has 
an orange tree in her backyard that I used to sit under all of the time when I was younger. The memories of family are the strongest ones 
that I have, and they’re the brightest. The dark background is meant to contrast the brightness of the orange, it represents the memories 

that aren’t as bright. The black vines growing, wrapping around the arms, are pulling them away from all of the memories.



Haley Whitcomb

12th Grade


Laytonville High School


“Untitled” 
Acrylic on Canvas


     I created this piece last year in 
an attempt to convey feelings of 
nostalgia; but in a way, that feels 
distorted and unfamiliar now, like 
peering into the past of a different 
reality. 

     I think I was able to convey 
nostalgia pretty well, which I did 
by using earthy and faded looking 
colors and depicting the character 
in a way that reminded me of old 
time baby portraits. 

     Overall, what I learned from 
this was how to use color 
schemes to convey a certain 
feeling or emotion.



Arie Ochs 
10th Grade


WHS


“Self Portrait” 
Oil Pastel




Juaquin Alejandres Bravo 
9th Grade


WHS


“Inside of a Habenaro” 
Oil Pastel

We went on a nature loop around 
campus and took pictures of the 

flowers that were in bloom. I 
chose to do this one because it 
reminded me of a sunset. I love 

the color and the blending and I’m 
happy with the way it turned out.



I enjoyed doing this 
flower artwork that 

was inspired by 
Georgia O’Keeffe and I 
learned a lot about oil 
pastels in the process. 

Elena Arkelian 
9th Grade


WHS


“Daisy” 
Oil Pastel



Audrey Sherf 
9th Grade


WHS


“Yellow Beauty” 
Oil Pastel



Hazel Cooke 
9th Grade


WHS


“Two Tulips” 
Oil Pastel

This was the first 
time I used oil 

pastels and I liked 
the blending quality 
of them but they’re 

very messy.



Aidan Virgin 
9th Grade


WHS


“Flush of Blush” 
Oil Pastel

This piece is a call to 
Georgia O’Keeffe’s 

work. This is my 
attempt to replicate 
the life like paintings 

of the flowers she 
had made.



Millie Patino 
9th Grade


WHS


“Wildflowers” 
Oil Pastel

I enjoyed looking around 
for wildflowers that were 
growing. Observing them 

up close and noticing 
how the colors faded 

from dark to light. This 
experience made me like 

flowers more.



Charley Lamprich 
9th Grade


WHS


“Daisy Eye” 
Oil Pastel

While doing this project I 
discovered that I like working 
with oil pastels even though 

they’re a little messy.



Kaylee Campbell

9th Grade


WCS


“Fiery Sky” 
Watercolor


I named this “Fiery Sky” because it looks 
like there is a fire and it turned the sky 
red. When I thought I was finished with 
my watercolor, I noticed that it looked 

very plain and simple so I decided to add 
some clouds in the sky and I gave the 

clouds and trees some shadows.



Kaylee Campbell

9th Grade ~ WCS


“Passionate Stare” 
Mixed Media


While I was drawing this eye I felt very passionate about it that’s why the title of this artwork is 
“Passionate Eye”. I usually never draw eyes but I really enjoyed making this piece. My favorite part 

about this artwork are the eye lashes. I love how they curve and intertwine with each other.



Kaylee Campbell

9th Grade ~ WCS


“The Trip” 
Photography


I took this photograph when I went on a trip to Lake Tahoe. I had such a good time in Tahoe. I’ve 
always loved photography. It’s so relaxing to just enjoy nature and appreciate how beautiful it is.



Kaylee Campbell

9th Grade


WCS


“Fairy Wonderland” 
Photography


I really love this picture because 
it’s like what you would see if 

you were a a little fairy or like a 
little person. I was walking back 
from the beach one day and I 
saw these flowers and I love 

them.



Kaylee Campbell

9th Grade


WCS


“Daisy Field” 
Photography


I love daisies. I think they 
are so beautiful and elegant. 
I took this photo a long time 
ago and I don’t look back on 

it and think I should have 
done this differently. When I 
look at it I admire how pretty 

it is.



Mathieus Cohen

10th Grade


WCS


“Will Smith  
Pen Value” 

Fine Point Pens


This was my attempt at realism for 
the first time. I’m happy that this 

turned out so good. Will Smith is a 
great person and I admire what he 
has accomplished in his lifetime.



Mathieus Cohen

10th Grade


WCS


“Dialga Doodle” 
Mixed Media


I like to doodle. My art is based 
around cartoons: they’re easier to 
flow and in my opinion better and 

easier to draw. Realism and anatomy 
is very difficult.



Mathieus Cohen

10th Grade


WCS


“Complimentary 
Portrait” 

Watercolor


This was like glass-pane art. I like the 
way the colors flowed and it was a 

fun, not too frustrating piece.



Mathieus Cohen

10th Grade


WCS


“Ringed Moon” 
Photography


I caught an epic shot of the moon!  
The second I took the picture I 
thought it could be a painting… 

“Man, If Bob Ross could see this!”



Mathieus Cohen

10th Grade


WCS


“Rayquaza Doodle” 
Mixed Media


I Liked the way this Pokemon 
looked. Although it was a 

challenge, I climbed the mountain 
and dominated.



Sage Green

11th Grade


WCS


“Chaotic Creativity” 
Photography


A photograph about important 
items of mine, taken off my 

iPhone.



Sage Green

11th Grade


WCS


“Snake Bites” 
Ebony Pencil


A portrait of an alternative model 
done using only ebony pencil and 

a blending stump.



Sage Green

11th Grade


WCS


“Color Wheel Eye” 
Mixed Media


This is a realistic watercolor 
painting of a crying eye that is 

filled with the colors of the 
rainbow.



Heath Moen

12th Grade


WCS


“I’m Finally 
Feeling It” 

Watercolor


I was inspired to do this 
pop art style image as 

previous artists had used 
celebrities like Marilyn 
Monroe. I decided to 

incorporate Wojak he is a 
celebrity of the internet like 
Marily Monroe is a celebrity 

of the real world.



Heath Moen

12th Grade


WCS


“Literal Redwood” 
Watercolor


     This was a complimentary 
color piece I worked on and I 
drew inspiration from nature. 
Specifically, from our local 
area. 

     I decided to do a redwood 
tree and use the opposite 
colors red and green. I 
figured they would work well 
together and since redwoods 
are red and green it just 
made sense.



Heath Moen

12th Grade


WCS


“MacArthur Day 
Dreams of North 

Korea” 
Watercolor


     My personal appreciation 
for history drove me to create 
this piece featuring the 
historical figure Douglas 
MacArthur. 

     It is yet another painting 
using complimentary colors 
as well as building on work I 
had previously done on 
portraits.



Sarai Renteria

9th Grade


WCS


“Denzel Curry” 
Ebony Pencil


I was inspired to create this 
picture of Denzel Curry 
because I have been 

listening to his music for a 
long time. I like how smooth 

the shading is.



Sarai Renteria

9th Grade


WCS


“Tree of Life” 
Watercolor


This artwork makes me feel 
alive and the orange beams 

warm me up.



Sarai Renteria

9th Grade


WCS

“Daffodil Hill” 

Photography

You can never catch the real beauty of flowers on camera. 


This photo make me happy for the future.



Sarai Renteria

9th Grade


WCS


“Small World, Big 
Dreams” 
Ebony Pencil


I love this piece, it 
makes me happy.



Nico Sorensen

9th Grade


WCS


“Dendropsophus 
Bifurcus” 

Watercolor 


     I chose to work with the 
complimentary colors yellow 
and violet because I thought 
a very dark and a very light 
color would be easy to create 
a wide range of values. It 
was a challenge to figure out 
how to blend contrasting 
colors without it looking 
muddy and turning brown. I 
also had to figure out how to 
balance the yellow and 
purple without the purple 
overpowering the yellow.



Nico Sorensen

9th Grade~WCS


“Pen Drawing” 
Pen


I liked doing this drawing because I enjoy the cross-hatching technique.



Nico Sorensen

9th Grade~WCS


“Black & White Portrait” 
Ebony Pencil


It was interesting to draw the same portrait in two different mediums.



Nico Sorensen

9th Grade


WCS


“Kaleidoscope 
Eye” 

Watercolor 


My favorite pat of this painting 
was doing the sketch. The 

most difficult part was doing 
the fine lines with watercolors, 

especially the eyelashes.



Nico Sorensen

9th Grade~WCS


“A Girl & Her Cat” 
Sharpies


I wasn’t used to using fine tipped markers when I drew this and so it has a lot of textures and 
pen marks that I’m not happy with, I think this piece has a good composition.



Xavier de la Fuente

9th Grade~WCS


“Inside Perspective” 
Mixed Media 


This was a great overall project that I enjoyed because it was 
quick and we had a wide variety of materials.



Xavier de la 
Fuente

9th Grade


WCS


“Inner 
Growth” 
Mixed Media


 

     This is a western 
juniper that I made 
growing off the side of 
a cliff out of the frame. 
Though the tree looks 
dead, it is actually 
alive, thus calling it 
“Inner Growth”.            
Having the tree 
growing outside of our 
perspective of life was 
a symbol that it will be 
around much longer 
than I will.



Farrah Breen

12th Grade


WCS


“Not Spring, Love or 
Cherry Blossoms” 

Watercolor

 


      In the reference her eyes were 
dark, almost black. For my piece, I 
decided to change them to light 
green. I find the eyes much more 
striking now. They really catch me 
when I look at her. I find it hard to 
look at anything else.

     When I started this project, I 
thought I didn’t like Pop Art. Now 
that I have finished its I realize I 
love Pop Art. It’s really fun to work 
with and interesting to watch as 
the contrasting colors really make 
each other “POP”.

     It took my awhile to figure out 
what colors to put where. I couldn’t 
decide if I was going to shade her 
face green or not. If I were to do 
this piece again I would 
experiement with the green and 
add it more places.



Farrah Breen

12th Grade


WCS


“Still With You” 
Watercolor


 

     After creating my first 
complementary pop art 
piece, I decided I wanted to 
create another. I chose a 
reference that I have wanting 
to do for the longest time. I 
just hadn’t had the 
inspiration to draw it yet. I 
knew this was the perfect 
time to use it.

     While creating this piece 
it became very personal, It 
wasn’t an assignment for 
school. I played around with 
it and didn’t worry too much 
on how it would come out. 
Even though I like the eyes 
of “Not Spring, Love or 
Cherry Blossoms”, I like how 
the shading of this piece 
turned out.



Farrah Breen

12th Grade


WCS


“My Time” 
Ebony Pencil


 

     We were creating 
ebony portraits in 
class and I could 
finally show off what 
I’m good at. I chose 
this image because of 
it’s shading. I like 
when you can see 
reflective highlights on 
the shaded side of the 
face. I think it creates 
a nice effect and helps 
things look more 3D.



Farrah Breen

12th Grade


WCS


“Dear One No” 
Ebony Pencil


 

      For my senior year, I am writing a 
novel to complete my senior project.  I 
was finding it difficult to imagine the 
scenes and give the characters their 
own emotions and personalities 
without seeing their faces. I decided to 
draw them to give myself a better 
image. My favorite part was seeing my 
character come together.

     Now that I have a vision of her, it’s 
much easier to envision my scenes 
when I write them. I was just creating 
some random person. I had to create 
someone that truly resembled my 
image of the character. Finding the 
right reference for the shading and 
pose was hard enough, but then I had 
to make up her face on my own and 
really think about what kind of features 
I wanted her to have. 

     Sharp eyes, a cold look…because 
she’s young and wants to appear 
strong and unbothered by the things 
around her.



Farrah Breen

12th Grade


WCS


“Daechwita” 
Watercolor


 

     I wanted to make a 
“Daechwita” piece for a long 
time. Every time I tried to draw it, 
It just wouldn’t work. I couldn’t 
get the proportions right and the 
coloring would be off. 

     After a while, random 
motivation finally hit and I 
created this piece. I’m happy  
with the tones and contrast I got 
in the image. 

     For a long time I had trouble 
making pieces this dark because 
I fear using black. It’s nearly 
impossible to lift once it’s laid 
down. I enjoy how this piece 
turned out. The painful wait of 
letting the paint dry between 
layers is the hardest part.



Farrah Breen

12th Grade


WCS


“The Last of Us” 
Watercolor


 

     I’m heavily inspired by the 
games “the last of us” 1 and 2. I 
love how human everyone is and 
how realistic it all is for a zombie 
apocalypse. I love the concept for 
the infected themselves. They 
aren’t really zombies, they are still 
living beings infected by a fungus. 
It's cordyceps that grows all over 
the brain and infects its host that 
makes them feral. Once infected 
mushrooms grow out of the host's 
body and eventually split their head 
in half and grow protective fungal 
plates. 

     I enjoyed creating every layer. It 
was definitely a “trust the process” 
kind of piece, but I loved it. I 
probably spent the most time 
creating this piece than I have any 
other. There was so much detail 
and so many layers. I am extremely 
satisfied with the results.



Constantine Virgin 
WHS Grade 9


“Lost Soul” 
Digital Software


I created this artwork because I 
have been fascinated about the 
mystery of life and then death 

afterwards. I wonder what 
happens when people pass.



Renee Christensen

12th Grade


WHS

“Trippy” 
Mixed Media

     This is one of my 
favorite art pieces that I’ve 
done. My inspiration was 
to redo a artwork that I’ve 
done before.  My drawing 
skills have improved and 
the piece was in 
reinvented. One thing led 
to another and the work 
kind of took on a life of it’s 
own. It’s a stream of 
consciousness artwork.



Shyler Smith 
9th Grade~WHS


“Light in the Heavens” 
Watercolor


It is my wish to to witness the beauty of the northern lights some day.



Cecilia Cramer

12th Grade~WHS


“The Separation of Earth” 
Ebony Pencil


This drawing is inspired by the Town Green in Windsor, California that has buildings on one side of the road 
and a park on the other. I am working on perspective and art element value. I thought about using color in 
the sky but decided against that wanting to keep it only the gray scale. I titled it “The Separation of Earth” 

because modern society on one side and nature on the other.



Aidyn McFadden

9th Grade


WHS

“Northern Lights” 
Watercolor

     I’ve always loved 
making art and enjoyed 
experimenting and 
learning new things in 
watercolor. 

     Someday, I will make it 
up north to see the Aurora 
Borealis first hand. It’s on 
my bucket list of things I’d 
like to do.



Lily Barrett 
11th Grade


WHS


“AuroraBorealis” 
Watercolor


 This is one of my favorite 
paintings because I really 

like the northern lights 
and would love to see 
them one day. I enjoy it 
because of the colors I 

used for the sky.



Isabella Mendoza

11th Grade WHS


“Spirited Sky” 
Watercolor

This is my painting of the northern lights. I used a lot of dark colors and I love how the soft purple 
pops out against the dark blue sky. This was a fun painting to create because I love the night sky.



Eric Rodriquez 
11th Grade


WHS


“Celestial North” 
Watercolor


I really like this piece of art 
because I’ve always wanted to go 

and see the northern lights. T

his painting was made from 

watercolors. When I look at this 
artwork, it reminds me of those 
starry nights, when I’m sitting 

outside alone, looking at the sky 
thing about life.



Alexa Nunez 
9th Grade~WHS


“Colorful Lights” 
Watercolor


I enjoyed making the 
northern lights because I 
always wanted to go and 

see them. This was a 
wonderful experience to go 
onto the internet and looks 

at pictures for my 
inspiration. People have 

said that it’s beautiful when 
you go and I can’t wait until 

I’m able to.



Austin Osier 
11th Grade 

‘WHS

“Twilight”

Watercolor 

I love watercolors! 



Carlos Leon 
11th Grade~WHS

“Night Sky” 

Watercolor

The mysteries of the universe unfold in watercolor.



Damaris Fuentes Ruiz 
9th Grade


WHS


“Aurora” 
Watercolor


I love how this piece turned out and I 
loved learning the science behind the 
northern lights. Our world is amazing.



Daniel LaCount 
10th Grade


WHS

“Northern Sky” 
Watercolor



Hector Torres 
11th Grade ~ WHS

“Winter”

Watercolor



Jaquelin Mercado 
10th Grade ~ WHS

“Red Sun”

Watercolor



Kaira Mora 
10th Grade ~ WHS

“Beauty in the Sky”

Watercolor



Kamryn Wilkes 
9th Grade ~ WHS

“Light Rain” 
Watercolor



Kara Wilkes 
9th Grade ~ WHS

“Silence”

Watercolor



Kasey Lee Adams 
11th Grade ~ WHS

“Upward”

Watercolor



Ivan Dalton 
10th Grade ~ WHS

“Winter Sky”

Watercolor



Paris Hansberger 
11th Grade ~ WHS

“Green Line”

Watercolor



Paul Keough 
12 Grade


WHS

“Sacred” 
WatercolorI enjoyed 

painting the pine trees. 
This was one of my 
favorite watercolor 

experiences.



Ryan Schwarm 
12th Grade


WHS

“After the Fire” 
Watercolor 

I loved my watercolor class 
with Ms. Bakewell.



Savannah Lewis 
10th Grade


WHS

“Light” 
Watercolor 

I love learning about  
the northern lights and 

painting them too.



Shaelynn Diaz 
9th Grade


WHS

“Night Sky Beauty” 
Watercolor 

Starlight 
star bright 

First star I see tonight…



Lenny Marroquín 
11th Grade


WHS

“After the Storm”

Watercolor



Sheyla Sanchez 
10th Grade


WHS

“Winter” 
Watercolor
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